
Tabelle1

Filename Description

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_01 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_02 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_03 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_04 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_05 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_06 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Close_07 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_01 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_02 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_03 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_04 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_05 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_06 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_07 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Fumble_08 Big law books, Thin pages

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_01 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_02 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_03 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_04 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_05 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_06 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_07 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Impact_08 Big law books, Thin pages, Dropping books on floor, on each other, from arms length

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_01 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_02 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_03 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_04 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_05 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_06 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_07 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_08 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_09 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_10 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_11 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_12 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_13 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_14 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_15 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_16 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_17 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds
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Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_18 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_19 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_20 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_21 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_22 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_23 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_24 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_25 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_26 Big law books, Thin pages, turning a single, multiple pages at various speeds

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_01 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_02 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_03 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_04 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_05 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_06 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_07 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_08 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_09 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_10 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_11 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Books_Heavy_Page-turn_Quickly_12 Big law books, Thin pages, Holding a bunch of pages with finger and thumb, slowly releasing

Office_Correction-roller_01 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Correction-roller_02 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Correction-roller_03 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Correction-roller_04 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Correction-roller_05 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Correction-roller_06 Recorded close, used on normal paper, Moving parts out of plastic

Office_Drawer_A_Close_01 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Close_02 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Close_03 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Close_04 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Close_Slowly_01 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_01 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_02 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_03 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_04 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_05 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_06 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_A_Open_Slowly_01 Opens and closes vertically, Plastic lid in wooden frame

Office_Drawer_B_Close_01 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_02 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels
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Office_Drawer_B_Close_03 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_04 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_05 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_06 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_07 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_08 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_09 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Close_10 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_01 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_02 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_03 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_04 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_05 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_06 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_07 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_08 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_B_Open_09 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with plastic wheels

Office_Drawer_Close_Latch_01 Non-distinct material, Putting drawer back to place

Office_Drawer_Close_Latch_02 Non-distinct material, Putting drawer back to place

Office_Drawer_Close_Latch_03 Non-distinct material, Putting drawer back to place

Office_File-cabinets_Close_01 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Close_02 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Close_03 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Close_04 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Close_05 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_01 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_02 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_03 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_04 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_05 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Files_Fumbling_06 Paper stacks hung up on metal railings, going through the file, removing it, putting it back into place

Office_File-cabinets_Open_01 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Open_02 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Open_03 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Open_04 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Open_05 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_File-cabinets_Open_06 Opens and closes horizontally, Metal in metal frame, mounted on rails with metal wheels

Office_Holepuncher_01 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_02 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_03 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_04 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times
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Office_Holepuncher_05 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_06 Recorded close to paper being punched, normal size holepuncher, paper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_Big_01 Recorded close to paper being punched, BiggerS size holepuncher, tacks of paper being punchedpaper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_Big_02 Recorded close to paper being punched, BiggerS size holepuncher, tacks of paper being punchedpaper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_Big_03 Recorded close to paper being punched, BiggerS size holepuncher, tacks of paper being punchedpaper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_Big_04 Recorded close to paper being punched, BiggerS size holepuncher, tacks of paper being punchedpaper folded several times

Office_Holepuncher_Big_05 Recorded close to paper being punched, BiggerS size holepuncher, tacks of paper being punchedpaper folded several times

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_01 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_02 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_03 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_04 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_05 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Ascend_06 Recorded close to chair leg, Ascending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Butt-wiggle_01 Rubber cushion under stress of sitting on it and moving a bit

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Descend_01 Recorded close to chair leg, Descending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Descend_02 Recorded close to chair leg, Descending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Descend_03 Recorded close to chair leg, Descending on a hyraulic chair while somebody is sitting in it

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Lever_Latch_01 Lever used to ascend or descend with the chair

Office_Hydraulic-chair_Sitting_Down_01 Sitting down on office hydraulic chair. Cushion wind release

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_01 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_02 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_03 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_04 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_05 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_06 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_07 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_08 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_09 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_10 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_11 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_12 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_13 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_14 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Single-key_Type_15 Hitting a single key on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_01 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_02 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_03 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_04 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_05 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_06 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_07 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard
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Office_Keyboard_Typing_08 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_09 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_10 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_11 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_12 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_13 Normal speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_01 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_02 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_03 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_04 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_05 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Slowly_06 Slower speed typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Wildy_01 Faster, uncontrolled typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Keyboard_Typing_Wildy_02 Faster, uncontrolled typing on a standard windows keyboard

Office_Marker_01 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_02 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_03 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_04 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_05 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_06 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_07 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_08 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_09 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_10 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_11 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_12 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Marker_13 Applying marker on normal paper, recorded close

Office_Computer-mouse_A_Click_01 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_A_Click_02 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_A_Click_03 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_B_Click_01 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_B_Click_02 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_B_Click_03 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_Click_Hard_01 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_Click_Hard_02 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_Click_Hard_03 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Computer-mouse_Click_Hard_04 Single left finger click on a normal, low-cost computer mouse

Office_Clock_Wallclock_01 Office Wallclock recorded in silence

Office_Notepad_Fumble_01 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_02 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_03 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders
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Office_Notepad_Fumble_04 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_05 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_06 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_07 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_08 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Fumble_09 Various noises from a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_01 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_02 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_03 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_04 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_05 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_06 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_07 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_08 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_09 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_10 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Notepad_Page-flip_11 Turning a page on a standard notepad with ringbinders

Office_Paper_Crumble-up_01 Mashing a piece of paper together to form a ball

Office_Paper_Crumble-up_02 Mashing a piece of paper together to form a ball

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_01 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_02 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_03 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_04 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_05 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_06 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Folded_Stress_07 Recorded close, applying pressure to a folded piece of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_01 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_02 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_03 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_04 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_05 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_06 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_07 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_08 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_09 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_10 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_11 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_12 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_13 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_14 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_15 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper
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Office_Paper_Fumbling_16 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_17 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_18 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_19 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_20 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_21 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_22 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_23 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_24 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_25 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_26 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_27 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_28 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_29 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_30 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_31 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_32 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_33 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_34 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_35 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_36 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_37 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_38 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_39 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_40 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_41 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_42 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_43 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Fumbling_44 Various noises of using, handling and moving around paper and pieces of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_01 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_02 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_03 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_04 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_05 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_06 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_07 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_08 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_09 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_10 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_11 Ripping up a piece of paper

Office_Paper_Rip_12 Ripping up a piece of paper
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Office_Paper_Rip_Slowly_01 Recorded really close. Ripping up a piece of paper extremely slowly. Sound of Paper slowly breaking apart.

Office_Paper_Rip_Slowly_02 Recorded really close. Ripping up a piece of paper extremely slowly. Sound of Paper slowly breaking apart.

Office_Paper_Rip_Slowly_03 Recorded really close. Ripping up a piece of paper extremely slowly. Sound of Paper slowly breaking apart.

Office_Post-its_01 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_02 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_03 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_04 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_05 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_06 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_07 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_08 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_09 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Post-its_10 Various sounds from pulling post-it notes of the stack & placing them somewhere

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_01 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_02 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_03 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_04 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_05 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_06 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Fall_Table_Wood_07 Sound of a small paperclip that falls and lands on a wooden table

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_01 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_02 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_03 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_04 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_05 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_06 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_07 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_08 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_09 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_10 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_11 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_12 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_13 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Fall_14 Throwing small paperclips onto a plastic container with a magnetic case

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_01 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_02 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_03 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_04 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_05 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_06 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_07 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips
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Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_08 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_09 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_10 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_11 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_12 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Shake_13 Shaking a plastic container filled with paperclips

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Take_01 Taking and removing a paperclip from the magnetic case and scraping agsint it while doing so

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Take_02 Taking and removing a paperclip from the magnetic case and scraping agsint it while doing so

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Take_03 Taking and removing a paperclip from the magnetic case and scraping agsint it while doing so

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Take_04 Taking and removing a paperclip from the magnetic case and scraping agsint it while doing so

Office_Paperclip_Magnet-case_Take_05 Taking and removing a paperclip from the magnetic case and scraping agsint it while doing so

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_01 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_02 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_03 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_04 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_05 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_06 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_07 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_08 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_09 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_10 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Pen_Mechanical_Click_11 Using a normal writing pen

Office_Phone_Hanging-up_01 Putting the receiver of a standard office phone back

Office_Phone_Hanging-up_02 Putting the receiver of a standard office phone back

Office_Phone_Standby-noise_01 Standby noie of a standard office desk phone playing its standby noise through the speaker

Office_Fax-machine_hum_01 Mechanical Standby noise of a normal office fax machine

Office_Fax-machine_Mechanical-noise_01 Various noises from a normal office fax machine while printing

Office_Fax-machine_Mechanical-noise_02 Various noises from a normal office fax machine while printing

Office_Fax-machine_Print_01 Fax machine printing out a piece of paper

Office_Fax-machine_Print_02 Fax machine printing out a piece of paper

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_01 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_02 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_03 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_04 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_05 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Handling-noise_06 Various noises using, moving and touching a normal office fax machine

Office_Printer_Hum_01 Mechanical Standby noise of a big office printer

Office_Printer_Print_01 Big office printer printing a page

Office_Printer_Print_02 Big office printer printing a page

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_01 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_02 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder
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Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_03 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_04 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_05 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_06 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_07 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_08 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_09 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_10 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_11 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_12 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_13 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Paper_14 Various noises from moving, using, handling paper inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_01 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_02 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_03 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_04 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_05 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_06 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_07 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_08 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_09 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_10 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Fumble_Metal_11 Various noises from moving, using, handling the metal components of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_01 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_02 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_03 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_04 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_05 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_06 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_07 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_08 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Latch_Open-close_09 Opening and closing the metal latch of an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Open-close_01 Opening and closing an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Open-close_02 Opening and closing an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Turn_01 Turning one, several pages inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Turn_02 Turning one, several pages inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Turn_03 Turning one, several pages inside an office ringbinder

Office_Ringbinder_Turn_04 Turning one, several pages inside an office ringbinder

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_01 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_02 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_03 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors
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Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_04 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_05 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_Close_01 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_Close_02 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Empty-cuts_Close_03 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Empty-cutting_01 Cutting air with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_01 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_02 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_03 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_04 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_05 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_06 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_Super-close_01 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_Super-close_02 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_Super-close_03 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_Super-close_04 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Scissor_Paper-cut_Super-close_05 Cutting paper with normal sized hand scissors, Recorded really close

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_01 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_02 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_03 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_04 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_05 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_Empty_06 An office paper shredder running without paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_With-paper_01 An office paper shredder running with paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_With-paper_02 An office paper shredder running with paper running through it

Office_Shredder_Running_With-paper_03 An office paper shredder running with paper running through it

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_01 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_02 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_03 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_04 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_05 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Mechanical_06 Mechanical Stamp, stamping a piece of paper

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Ink-stamp_01 Wooden Stamp, stamping a Stamp pad and removing the stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Ink-stamp_02 Wooden Stamp, stamping a Stamp pad and removing the stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Ink-stamp_03 Wooden Stamp, stamping a Stamp pad and removing the stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Ink-stamp_04 Wooden Stamp, stamping a Stamp pad and removing the stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Ink-stamp_05 Wooden Stamp, stamping a Stamp pad and removing the stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Paper-stamp_01 Wooden stamp, stamping a piece of paper and removing stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Paper-stamp_02 Wooden stamp, stamping a piece of paper and removing stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Paper-stamp_03 Wooden stamp, stamping a piece of paper and removing stamp again

Office_Stamp_Wooden_Paper-stamp_04 Wooden stamp, stamping a piece of paper and removing stamp again
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Office_Stamp_Wooden_Paper-stamp_05 Wooden stamp, stamping a piece of paper and removing stamp again

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_01 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_02 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_03 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_04 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_05 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_06 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stamp_Stampholder_Fumbling_07 Getting and removing stamps from a small metal stamp holder

Office_Stapler_Big_01 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Big_02 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Big_03 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Big_04 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Big_05 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Big_06 Stapling pieces of paper with a large office stapler

Office_Stapler_Handling-noise_01 Various noises from using, moving an office stapler

Office_Stapler_Handling-noise_02 Various noises from using, moving an office stapler

Office_Stapler_Handling-noise_03 Various noises from using, moving an office stapler

Office_Stapler_Handling-noise_04 Various noises from using, moving an office stapler

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_01 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_02 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_03 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_04 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_05 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_06 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_07 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_08 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_09 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_10 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_11 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_12 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_13 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_14 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_15 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_16 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_17 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_18 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_19 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_20 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Spring-noises_21 Various noises from using, moving the metal sheet and spring inside a stapler keeping the staples in place

Office_Stapler_Staples_01 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Staples_02 Small staples falling on a wooden desk
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Office_Stapler_Staples_03 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Staples_04 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Staples_05 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Staples_06 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Staples_07 Small staples falling on a wooden desk

Office_Stapler_Stapling_01 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_02 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_03 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_04 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_05 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_06 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_07 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_08 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_09 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_10 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Stapler_Stapling_11 Stapling pieces of paper with a standard office stapler

Office_Tape_Crumble-up_01 Crumbling up several pieces of tape to form it to a ball

Office_Tape_Fumbling_01 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_02 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_03 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_04 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_05 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_06 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Fumbling_07 Various noises from using, moving pieces of tape

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_01 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_02 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_03 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_04 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_05 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_06 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_07 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_08 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-hard-surface_09 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a hard surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_01 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_02 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_03 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_04 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_05 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_06 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_07 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off

Office_Tape_Pull-from-soft-surface_08 Pulling a piece of tape, stuck to a soft surface off
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Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_01 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_02 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_03 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_04 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_05 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_06 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_07 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_08 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_09 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_10 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_11 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_12 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_13 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Pulling_Stress_14 Continuously pulling off a line of tape from a tape dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_01 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_02 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_03 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_04 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_05 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_06 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Tape_Tape-dispenser_Pull-and-cut_07 Pulling off a piece of tape from a tape dispenser and seperating it from the dispenser

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Paper-trash_Fumble_01 Various sounds from moving, using a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Paper-trash_Fumble_02 Various sounds from moving, using a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Paper-trash_Fumble_03 Various sounds from moving, using a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Paper-trash_Fumble_04 Various sounds from moving, using a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Paper-trash_Fumble_05 Various sounds from moving, using a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_01 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_02 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_03 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_04 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_05 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_06 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_07 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_08 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Hard_Small_09 Throwing a small, hard object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_01Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_02Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_03Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_04Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_05Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_06Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash
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Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Object_Metal_Very-small_07Throwing a very small, metal object into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Paper_Bundle_01 Throwing a paper bundle into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Paper_Bundle_02 Throwing a paper bundle into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Paper_Bundle_03 Throwing a paper bundle into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash

Office_Trashcan_Metal_Throw_Paper_Bundle_04 Throwing a paper bundle into a metal trashbin filled with paper trash
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